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Talk Objectives
Overview of the OH 150 Project
Description of its Technical Workflow
Examination of its Project Portal, including discussion of METS/MODS, TEI and 
XSL
Discussion of Digital Preservation Activities in support of the project
Assessment of the Portal Workflow
OH 150: Project Overview
Conducted from 2013-2017 in anticipation of OSU’s 150th birthday (2018)
The largest oral history project ever conducted at OSU
Interviews with three OSU Presidents and other well-known OSU figures
Broad regional representation, especially through interviews with Extension and 
Experiment Station staff
Formal launch scheduled for November 2017
OH 150: Project Overview
~400 hours of content 
270 total interviews (201 interview sets)
108 Alumni interview sets - nine decades represented
102 Faculty interview sets - each of OSU’s colleges represented
22 Staff interview sets
10 Current Student interview sets
3.2 Million words transcribed
1.7 TB born digital
OH 150 Project Details
Topical strengths including:
Athletics
International Studies
Military Service
Multicultural Communities
Public Service
The Advancement of Women
Technical Workflow
Interviews captured using both video and audio recorders
Video the primary format (.mts raw files)
Audio the backup format (.wav raw files)
Technical Workflow
Interviews processed using Adobe Premiere
Raw .mts files stitched together in Premiere
.mp3 audio derivative created as a transcription/access file
Stored on department file server for staff access
.mpg video derivative created as a low-resolution reference file
Stored on library preservation server
.m2t video derivative created as high-quality presentation file
Deleted following upload to public space
.mts and .wav raw files saved as “the collection”
Technical Workflow
.m2t presentation derivatives uploaded to OSU MediaSpace (Kaltura instance)
Made immediately available as raw interview video; minimal metadata
Technical Workflow
Interview described in a dedicated archival finding aid
Technical Workflow
Interview transcribed with the help of Express Scribe
Technical Workflow
Web Portal 
METS and TEI records created to describe interview as a digital object
Completed records and associated images committed to Git repository
Web portal pages generated through command line function
The OH 150 Portal: Background
Primary Ambitions:
Present full video with transcripts and contextual information in a visually appealing package
Make content browseable, searchable and sortable
Secondary Ambitions:
Provide PDF view/download option for transcripts
Enable download of .mp3 audio for all interviews
The OH 150 Portal: Recycled Code!
Index Pages:  SCARC Events (mid-2000s)                      OH 150  (2014)
The OH 150 Portal: Recycled Code!
PDFs:
The OH 150 Portal: Recycled Code!
Sorts:
The Portal
METS and MODS: Used at OSU for ~15 years
Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard (METS): Used to encode 
descriptive, administrative and structural metadata for digital objects
XML schema
Metadata Object Description Schema (MODS): Bibliographic description schema 
for digital objects
Also an XML schema; analogous to a MARC record for digital objects
In our case, MODS description is nested within METS records
TEI
Text Encoding Initiative: A simple xml-based mark-up language used to encode 
texts 
Used at OSU Libraries for many years to prepare texts for presentation on the web.
Also used by OSU Libraries to encode texts for print production.
Easy to learn and well-suited for student work.







XSL Transformation/XSL Formatting Objects
Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL): A family of languages used to transform and 
render XML documents
XSLT: In this case, a collection of rules that interprets METS and TEI records and, with the help of 
CSS, creates HTML as its output.
No HTML is ever encoded for any of our projects. All of our HTML is a product of XML, XSL, 
and CSS.
XSL Transformation/XSL Formatting Objects
XSL-FO: The flavor of XSL used by us to create PDFs.
All PDFs are generated as a result of the batch command line process that we run to generate 
HTML as well. E.g. -- it all happens at once and all as a result of a single command line 
process.
XSL is extremely powerful but it requires specialized expertise. This requirement is 
the biggest hindrance to wider adoption of the OH 150 platform across 
institutions.
Affiliation/Theme Tagging: Custom XML
mp3 Download
Preservation
Not great!
So far, following a poor man’s LOCKSS (Lots of Copies Keep Stuff Safe) protocol
.mp3 derivative on department file share
.mpg derivative and raw files (.mts and .wav) on library preservation share
Department and preservation servers are two different RAID arrays physically located 
right next to each other…
Preservation
Access video provided by OSU MediaSpace
Likely a third server located in the same room as the above two
All raw files as well as Word transcript files uploaded to Box
My personal account, so issues there
Print everything out? ...considering it...
Hopefully getting better!
Library testing Archivematica as a preservation solution for all of its digital content
Assessing the OH 150 Platform
Pro
Achieved all of our design objectives
Did so using mostly recycled code
A platform with which we are very experienced and quite comfortable, so efficient locally
Also used for a second smaller oral history project that is currently online
Assessing the OH 150 Platform
Con
Would be at least somewhat difficult to implement elsewhere
METS template is fairly easy to master
TEI encoding is trivial
XSL components are much trickier, though OSU’s code could likely be tweaked by someone 
with rudimentary knowledge of XSL
Requires custom CSS & graphic design from project to project
Requires a media host
The Future of Oral History at OSU
In the process of implementing the 
Oral History Metadata Synchronizer
Web-based metadata editor developed at the 
University of Kentucky
Enables indexing as an alternative to full 
transcription
OHMS metadata objects exported out of 
OHMS editor and displayed within a 
CMS (Omeka, in our case)
Far less flexible or customizable than OH 
150, but much more extensible
Thank You!
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